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DEBT BURDEN LIBERATION LETTER

EXHIBITOR AB
BOARD ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENT
WORLD BANK (WB)-UNION BANK OF METAL SWITZERLAND (UBS)-BANK OF INDONESIA (BI)
ACCEPTABLE CERTIFICATE
DEBT BURDEN LIBERATION LETTER
ALL NATIONAL ARMIES OF THE WORLD
(ARMY-AIR FORCE-NAVY)
ARMED FORCES OF THE WORLD
AND
THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD
Code of International Language of Indonesia
Based on:
BOARD ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENT
CROWN COUNCILL XIII-XX
UBS NO: UNS-AG/SBG/6118/045/RS.DRS/01/VII/2001-15
FINAL ACTE DB947259564#NKRI 11-02-2016

ACCEPTABLE CERTIFICATION, DEBT BURDEN LIBERATION AS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE "CAR-COUNTRY ASSET", ALL MEMBERS OF THE WORLD DEFENSE FORCES AS PRAMUDYA KIRANA-KIRANA CANDRA COVERING THE POLICE FORCE AND PEOPLE OF THE WORLD WITH THE LIMIT OF RP. 2,000,000,000.00 (TWO BILLION RUPIAH) ASSOCIATED TO THE TOP PRIME BANKS OF THE WORLD, IN EFFECT FROM THE DATE OF FEBRUARY 4, 2016. WORLD DEFENSE AND POLICE FORCES ARE RESPONSIBLE TO TAKE INITIATIVE TO DEFEND THEIR COUNTRIES.


LIBERATION
noun li•ber•a•tion \ ˈli-bə-ˈrā-shən \\
1: the act or process of freeing someone or something from another's control
2: the act of liberating someone or something
3: a movement seeking equal rights and status for a group
4: the act of liberating: the state of being liberated

Original Certificate Debt Burden Liberation Letter

Final ACT

Announcement of Appointment English

Announcement of Appointment Indonesian

Dewan Ikatan Dokumen Internasional

K A R - N E G A R A
PELEPASAN PEMBEBASAN BEBAN UTANG
SELURUH ANGGOTA
MILITER-KEPOLISIAN DAN RAKYATNYA
TNI-POLRI DAN RAKYAT INDONESIA
BERLAKU SEJAK 04 FEBUARI 2016
INDUK 25-253 NEGARA
TITLE: WARELD VAN EIGHENDOM VERPONDING ONDERNEMING
OBJEK: PELEPASAN BEBAN UTANG NKRI 17-8-2015
PERIODE: 70 TAHUN (1945-2015)

SETIAP WARGA NEGARA BERHAK MEMILIKI "SCAN/COPY SERTIFIKASI YANG DAPAT DI TERIMA" TERKAIT 6 PRIME BANK BCA-BRI-BNI-DANAMON-MANDIRI-LIPPO BANK DARI MEDIA INI DAN BERNILAI SAMA DENGAN SERTIFIKASI ASLI DI TANGAN TNI-AU REPUBLIK INDONESIA.
BANK TERSEBUT DI ATAS DI BEBASKAN DARI TANGGUNG JAWAB YANG SAMA ATAS PELEPASAN DAN PEMBEBASAN BEBAN UTANG TERSEBUT.

SETIAP WARGA NEGARA/ANGGOTA TNI-POLRI/PEGAWAI NEGERI BERKEWAJIBAN MEMBAGIKAN MINIMAL 10 SCAN/COPY BEGITU SETERUSNYA BAGI SI PENERIMA.
DEWAN IKATAN DOKUMEN INTERNASIONAL
/S/81704/999814/2016
ALBISRIEDER AC.USD.P.1568-1120 BANK OFFICER
IMMAM MAHDI ROYAL.K.681-M1
Juridical Personality
Code: “A1” 1957/2014 Art 1 Sec 1 “A2” Sec 2-8 “A7 and A14
Subject: General Management Merger Authority Mandate Code: 337AM6102
As of 2010 an ACT constituting the twelve portal NKRI Treaty
Returned in Honor by Control No. 01302014-CO3000
The Committee of 300
The World Bank Group
United Nations
British Royal Families
Keraton Surokarto Hadiningrat
Register: 01-05-1887

Official Name Indonesia Official Parent of 25 countries Institutions
Ref: Certification ASBLP 0333902-2010 (Certificate Code 99.98 Board Association of International Document
Grantee QA/QC Quality assurance Quality Control Held by Single Owner as Original Single Inheritance of Assets-Income-
Personal Organization-General Landlord Owner Authority of Property and Estate
with full Global Immunities In all locations.
NATO-SEATO-NON BLOCK Parent Army - Protector of the PEACE)
Parent 25 of 253 countries Indonesia is PARENT “Protectorate”
Parent Army Albisraider AC.USD.P.1568-1120 UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND/ALBESRIEDER
Grant Government Reference: The Certificate Code 99.98 UN APROVAL NO. Misa 81704 for 70 years from 17-8-1945
to 17-8-2015 signed by representatives of 25 Parent Countries by IR SOEKARNO and Union Bank of Switzerland by H
GROOB has changed hands in action by order of delivery Mandate ID-History of Microfilm 1 “M1” as Certificates Identity
to Single Inheritance or Single owner and new generating good content and Grant Gov’t Team TREAD ID: 1-1TB79N Join

Doctrine: 3-36 MULTINATIONAL EXCELLENE ON EXECUTION
Official Name Indonesia- ISO 3166/Aloha 2-ID
Register UPU 01-05-1887
Supporting Grant’s for Gov’t Teams Investing Gold’65
(THREAD ID: 1-1TB79N)

GRANT, C 542, GRANT, H. 189: DEFENSIE 12, 16, 65, 70, 73, 98, 102, 116, 131, 133, 146, 156, 159, 175, 178, 179
MILITAIR GEZAG 102, 121, 122, 130, 155, 166, 167, 173, 193, 200, 22.4, 347, 349, 350, 352, 353, 354, 413, 569, 732. 535-44

Counterfeiting Party
Counterfeiting Comptroller of the currency No. 6673228322832254892-G 67578622892
CD-Ownership- BG-57628682
Art.7 Counterfeiting Party

Comptroller of the currency Vienna Convention 1934